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Today’s low-rate environment is plaguing fixed-income investors searching for yield amid the fear of rising
rates.
Investment-grade floating rate notes, or “floaters” as they are commonly known, are a type of investment that
can actually benefit from rising rates. Floaters become more popular when interest rates are expected to
increase.
Floaters are a type of corporate bond with set maturity dates and ratings .The coupon sets them apart. Unlike
most bonds, the coupon changes over time. It is usually based on a short-term benchmark such as the U.S.
Treasury bill rate or the LIBOR rate, plus a quoted spread that remains constant. So, if the Fed continues with
three more rate hikes as they have telegraphed, coupons on the floaters should also rise.
As the Fed raises the Federal Funds rate and other short-term rates rise, the coupon “adjusts” higher. Rising
rates tend to hurt the market value of regular fixed rate bonds, but because floater coupons can rise with
prevailing interest rates, prices tend to be relatively stable. Generally, coupons adjust (and pay) quarterly,
which can be attractive to investors seeking regular income.
Compared to fixed-rate debt instruments, floaters protect investors against a rise in interest rates, which have
an inverse relationship with bond prices - the market price of a bond will drop if interest rates increase.
If you’re worried about rising interest rates and the effect on your fixed income investments, you might want
to consider floaters. You can buy floaters individually or through a fund. We generally recommend individual
bonds because investors have greater certainty about maturity dates, whereas funds constantly reinvest and
don't actually "come due".
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“Roland will be a unique resource to Stoever Glass' municipal clients. His knowledge in specific issues and
areas of the municipal bond industry will aid our representatives and their clients in making educated
decisions, in a sector where this type of research is unique,” said Fred Stoever of Stoever Glass.
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